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Abstract: A destructive Mw = 6.2 earthquake struck NW Croatia on 29 December 2020, ranking
among the most hazardous events in the country in the last century. This study assesses the impact
of the earthquake on the permanent geodetic stations of the Croatian national positioning system.
Using a novel approach, we combined positioning station data with satellite radar data for the
first time in a geodynamic study across Croatia. The analysis involved collecting daily solutions
data from 11 nearby network stations as well as multi-temporal satellite images before and after
the earthquake. The results reveal a significant co-seismic shift, with the Sisak reference station
experiencing the largest displacement of 5 cm to the southeast. Stations up to 100 km from the
epicenter exhibited horizontal shifts between 1 and 2.5 cm and vertical shifts between 2 and 4 cm.
Satellite images confirmed the co-seismic effects on the permanent stations. The study establishes a
strong correlation between geodetic and geological findings, suggesting that vertical displacements
result from superficial deposit consolidation in the river plains due to the earthquake shaking, while
positional displacement reflects tectonic block movements along the activated strike-slip fault system.
The late 2020 earthquake may have further relaxed the accumulated strain on the Mt. Medvednica
thrust fault system, which had ruptured in early 2020 with a lower magnitude than expected.

Keywords: earthquake; national positioning system; geodetic stations; satellite data; co-seismic
displacement; active strike-slip faults

1. Introduction

The role of geodesy in assessing the extent and consequences of earthquakes on surface
deformation has proven to be a crucial and valuable asset, enriching our understanding of
seismic events in conjunction with other scientific disciplines like seismology, geophysics,
and geology [1–4].

Historically, geodetic measurements have been integral to surface measurement, yield-
ing positional or combined positional and height determinations for observed points,
respectively. However, until a few decades ago, geodetic processes were labor-intensive
and time-consuming.

The advent of technology and the evolution of space-borne geodesy in recent decades
have transformed these measurements into rapid, reliable, and precise real-time solutions,
introducing time as a fourth dimension in the resultant measurements. This temporal
component has become pivotal in utilizing remote sensing technologies for monitoring
crustal deformation, allowing for the observation and identification of Earth’s surface
movements during specific periods and the detection of ground surface displacements.
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In the realm of satellite geodesy, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have
revolutionized geodetic measurements throughout history. GNSS technology now facil-
itates the real-time determination of horizontal and vertical locations worldwide within
seconds, achieving unprecedented accuracy at the scale of a few centimeters or less [5–8].
The current high level of GNSS measurement precision forms the cornerstone of geodetic
and geophysical research, applied in monitoring short-term crustal movements, regular
inter-seismic deformations associated with plate movements [9,10], and crustal deforma-
tion monitoring [11]. Recent studies have extensively relied on GNSS observations to
investigate the impact of earthquakes and subsequent ground deformations [12–18].

Conversely, the Satellite Aperture Radar (SAR) interferometric technique has facilitated
near-real-time data acquisition over earthquake-affected regions with a short time span of
just six days between repeated footage. Leveraging radar remote sensing, this technique
operates independently of weather conditions or cloud cover. Its heightened sensitivity to
the C-band phase enables the identification of seismic waves captured within the radar’s
line of sight. Recent studies have increasingly concentrated on earthquake analysis using
SAR input data, yielding multi-temporal surface deformation assessments over an extended
time scale [19–21].

On 29 December 2020, a formidable earthquake with a magnitude of Mw = 6.2 struck
NW Croatia, causing substantial damage to buildings, posing a threat to human lives,
and impacting the Croatian Positioning Reference System (CROPOS). The reliability of
geodetic measurements hinges on the stability of the reference framework. In the realm of
GNSS measurements, the reference and accuracy are defined by a national reference frame
anchored by corresponding stations ensuring geodynamic stability. CROPOS, established
through a network of GNSS Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS), achieves
high accuracy and long-term stability on a subcentimeter level [22,23].

To furnish such precision to end-users, the reference frame must exhibit exceptional
stability. This stability is not only pivotal for practical applications but also serves as a
crucial reference point for geodynamic and geophysical studies, where even minute-scale
values play a significant role. The aftermath of the earthquake in Sisak and Glina prompted
the displacement of the Cadastral Departments, while a national GNSS CORS station in the
Sisak region was rendered inoperative due to substantial displacement. Motivated by these
circumstances, our study delves into the analysis of surrounding national reference GNSS
stations of CROPOS in a broader area around the earthquake’s epicenter. The objective is
to scrutinize the earthquake’s impact on their accuracy, considering their positions serve
as references for various geophysical studies, rendering their accuracy crucial to a diverse
scientific and civilian audience.

Given the inadequacy of relying on a singular method for identifying surface crustal
deformation, we employed two distinct remote sensing techniques: Satellite Aperture
Radar (SAR) interferometric and GNSS positioning procedures. By using these concurrent
yet independent methods, we aimed to provide a comprehensive and reliable assessment
of surface crustal deformation. This approach aligns with recent studies emphasizing the
value of multi-sensor analyses in comprehensively addressing co-seismic deformations [24].

Since the occurrence of the Mw = 6.2 Petrinja earthquake at the end of 2020, numer-
ous studies have been conducted and published on the subject. Geomatic and geological
investigations primarily focused on displacement in the narrower area surrounding the
epicenter [25]. Some studies exclusively adopted an SAR analysis approach [26], while
others concentrated solely on GNSS analysis, albeit with only a few GNSS stations being
considered [27]. However, until now, there has been no published research specifically ad-
dressing the multi-sensor analysis of co-seismic displacement within the CROPOS network.

Our study utilized interferometric SAR processing to examine SAR phase data over the
observed area, enabling the detection of centimeter-scale surface movement through a multi-
temporal series of SAR data. By creating interferograms based on the time series of SAR
images, we identified and tracked surface deformation events over time spans preceding
and following the earthquake. This SAR analysis complements GNSS sensors, which
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continuously measure positioning deformations on GNSS CORS stations. The adoption of
a multi-method approach allowed for an independent assessment of the obtained results
and the surface deformation.

The outcomes of this multi-method analysis, presented in this paper, align with and
confirm the hypotheses stated in [25], are consistent with the partial analysis in [27], and
independently corroborate the analyses in [26,28]. The primary novelty of our research
lies in introducing a pioneering approach by combining CROPOS GNSS stations with SAR
data for the first time in a geodynamic study across Croatia. This innovative methodology
provides a comprehensive analysis of the impact of the Mw = 6.2 Petrinja earthquake,
offering unprecedented insights into the spatial heterogeneity of displacements and reveal-
ing potential geological structures and fault zones. Additionally, the study establishes a
correlation between geodetic and geological findings, enhancing our understanding of the
earthquake’s effects on both horizontal and vertical station displacements.

2. Geotectonic Setting of Study Area

Croatia lies on a seismically active area spreading over five geotectonic units, four of
which are on the coastal area from the Eastern Alps and Dinarides to the Adriatic micro
plate, and one in the continent: a Pannonian Basin. Most seismic events mainly occur on
the coastal extent of Croatia, keeping the continental part rather still. However, recently, the
Pannonian Basin activated and some of the most hazardous earthquakes in Croatian history
occurred there. The Pannonian Basin, also known as the Carpathian Basin, is a significant
geological and geotectonic feature located in Central Europe. It encompasses parts of
several countries, including Hungary, Slovakia, Austria, Croatia, Serbia, and Romania, as
shown in Figure 1a.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Geodynamic setting of study area (a) and seismicity across Croatia (b). (a) The geodynamic
setting of the surrounding area related to the earthquake location and Pannonian Basin (geotectonic
background is modified from [12]); the inset figure shows the geolocation of Croatia within the
European continent. (b) Seismicity map showing seismic events with magnitude M > 3 that happened
over period of 2010–2023 in the Croatian territory.

The Pannonian Basin’s geotectonic setting is the result of complex interactions between
multiple tectonic plates, including compressional and extensional forces, which have led
to the formation of a large, subsiding sedimentary basin with a rich geological history.
The Pannonian Basin is a large sedimentary basin that formed during the late stages of
the Alpine orogeny, a period of mountain-building that shaped the European continent.
It is considered to be a foreland basin, which means it formed on the front side of the
rising Carpathian Mountains as a result of compressional tectonic forces. It is primarily a
pull-apart basin formed by the extensional tectonics associated with the convergence of
the European and African plates. The basin is a result of the complex interplay of various
tectonic processes, including extension, compression, and strike-slip faulting.

The Pannonian Basin is characterized by ongoing tectonic activity. The extensional
tectonics have led to the formation of numerous faults, grabens, and horsts within the
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basin. The region experiences seismic activity, and earthquakes are associated with the
tectonic processes. In recent years, the European Database of Seismogenic Faults (EDSF) has
been systematically assembled, encompassing fault sources deemed capable of instigating
earthquakes with a magnitude equal to or exceeding 5.5. The faults delineated in the EDSF
model [29] have been incorporated across the study area, as depicted in Figure 2, wherein
the conspicuous alignment of the epicenter is observed to coincide with the delineated
fault area.

Figure 2. CROPOS stations used in the analysis: black dots are CROPOS network stations, red dots
are the CROPOS stations used in this analysis, and yellow star is the epicenter of the mainshock on
29 December 2020.

Over the past decade, Croatia has been marked by a noteworthy frequency of seismic
events, with more than 250 occurrences registering magnitudes greater than 3 on the Richter
scale, as shown in Figure 1b. This heightened seismic activity in Croatia is intricately
linked to its complex tectonic setting, where the Adriatic microplate interacts with the
Eurasian plate. The collision and convergence of these tectonic plates create a dynamic
geological environment.

The earthquake occurred at a Pannonian fault, a historically famous seismological
area on which Mohrovičić [30] discovered discontinuity between the crust and the mantle.
However, with the first foreshock of M = 5.0 at the 28 December 2020 in the NW of Croatia,
the day after, Croatia was hit with one of the most damaging earthquakes in her recent
history, located in the small place known as Strašnik, near Petrinja (45.4002◦ N 16.2187◦ E)
in NW Croatia. The mainshock was followed by hundreds of smaller earthquakes in the
weeks after. The earthquake was declared to be VIII–IX on the Mercalli scale, leaving
behind collapsed houses, damaged buildings, and a severely abandoned wider inhabitant
area. Overall, the earthquake was felt even within a radius of 400 km.

3. CROPOS

CROPOS, the Croatian Positioning System, is a national geodetic infrastructure in
Croatia designed for precise positioning and navigation purposes. It comprises a network
of 33 Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) strategically distributed across the
country at a mutual distance of 70 km. CORS stations are equipped with Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) receivers that collect satellite signals to determine accurate three-
dimensional coordinates (latitude, longitude, and elevation) for various applications. The
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CROPOS system became fully operational in 2008. It is available 24/7, and until this
hazardous earthquake, major system crashes had not been detected since its establishment.
The CROPOS system consists of a control center and reference stations.

CROPOS serves as the foundation for geodetic and cartographic activities, providing
essential data for surveying, mapping, navigation, and scientific research. The system
contributes to the development of geospatial information and supports applications in
diverse fields, including civil engineering, land management, environmental monitoring,
and disaster management.

The accuracy and stability of CROPOS are crucial for ensuring reliable geodetic
measurements. This infrastructure allows for real-time or post-processed positioning
solutions with high precision, enabling users to obtain accurate geospatial information for
a range of applications.

The stations provide continuous GNSS measurements while CROPOS’s control center
handles the transfer of these measurements and the remote control of the stations. The
correction parameters are being computed based on the measured data. Differentiating
the needs of the users, the CROPOS system has three different levels of accuracy (Table 1).
Positioning is provided as real-time and post-processing. The real-time positioning is
enabled through the differential (DPS) and highly precise positioning system (VPPS) ac-
quiring measurements with an accuracy of 0.3–0.5 m in DPS and 0.02 m and 0.04 m for
horizontal and vertical accuracy in VPPS, respectively. A post-processing positioning sys-
tem (GPPS) provides original measurement data for post-processing at the highest accuracy
requirements, yielding the subcentimeter accuracy.

Table 1. CROPOS’s services.

Positioning System Abbreviation Data Format Accuracy

Differential DPS RTCM 2.3 <1m
Highly precise VPPS RTCM 2.3 and RTCM 3.1 ~cm

Geodetic post-process GPPS RINEX and RINEX VRS <cm

The reference frame of the CROPOS system is defined in ETRF2000, epoch 2008.83,
with a standard deviation of the reference stations’ coordinates of 1.2 mm in the N–S
direction, 1.1 mm in the E–W direction, and 3.4 mm along the ellipsoidal height (reference
Marjanović). The values declare the exceptional stability of the CROPOS reference frame.

For the realization of the long-term solution of the reference frame and the definition
of its stability through the velocities of the stations based on the GNSS measurements, the
minimal period of the continuous measurements taken over 2.5 years (Bleweet Lavalle)
is needed. In several studies regarding CROPOS’s stability, displacement no greater than
1 cm was found at any off the stations, nor in the N–S, E–W, and height direction. Therefore,
the CROPOS reference frame was declared to be an eminently stable GNSS reference
frame. In this study, a GNSS time series has been analyzed to determine the scale of
the displacement of the CROPOS CORS GNSS reference stations due to the earthquake.
CROPOS is used in this study because it can contribute significantly to post-earthquake
assessment by providing accurate geospatial data for monitoring surface deformations and
understanding geological changes. However, we find it essential to consider the potential
impact of earthquakes on the infrastructure and data quality of CROPOS, requiring careful
analysis and, if necessary, adjustments to maintain its precision and reliability.

Overall, 13 stations were included in this study. Eleven stations covered the wider
area around the mainshock epicenter (Figure 2) and, additionally, the two most remote
stations in Croatia regarding the mainshock epicenter were included in the analysis to
roughly identify whether the earthquake affected the larger area of Croatia or not. Two
stations (Novi Grad-NOVI and Sanski Most-SANM) belong to the neighboring country of
Bosnia and Herzegovina but, due to a bilateral agreement on the exchange of stations on
the wider border area, they are also officially included in the CROPOS network and, hence,
analyzed in this study.
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4. Data and Methods
4.1. GNSS Data

In this study, original continuous multi-GNSS measurements of high rate (1 s) were
downloaded and processed. The original measurements were downloaded in RINEX
(eng. Receiver Independent Exchange) 3.03 format from the CORS CROPOS stations for
the purpose of post-processing. The CORS stations provide continuous measurements
in one-second intervals. However, due to substantial amount of data, authors found it
appropriate to use the 30-min interval of the measurements and, therefore, origin data
were resampled. For each selected CORS, daily multi-GNSS data files were generated
(e.g., 1 January, 00:00:00–23:59:30) with sampling rate of 30 s (one observation per 30 s).

For each station, data of 10 days before and 10 days after the earthquake were pro-
cessed. Median value of 10 days prior to earthquake for each of three coordinates (E, N,
h) was used as a reference coordinate value for further analysis. Regarding the reference
value, the shift in northing, easting, and height direction was computed.

Displacements (shift) of stations were calculated as the differences between values
after and before the earthquake:

Delta E = Ea f ter − Ebe f ore, (1a)

Delta N = Na f ter − Nbe f ore, (1b)

delta h = ha f ter − hbe f ore, (1c)

with horizontal shift

displacementhorizontal =
√

E2
shi f t + N2

shi f t, (2)

Each daily GNSS Rinex file consisted of 2880 epochs (24 h files with 30 s interval) and
had double-frequency (L1, L2) multi-constellation data collected with Trimble NETR9 and
TRM115000.00 Trimble Zephyr 3 Geodetic antennas. Antenna parameters were APC to
ARP L1 = 0.064 m, L2 = 0.057 m, whereas ARP to Marker was E = N = h = 0.000 m. The
results of processing were X, Y, Z coordinates for each day for each CORS in ITRF2014
(e. 2021.0). The data were processed in Precise Point Positioning (PPP) static mode using
both phase and code observations. Only GPS and GLONASS data were used. IGS final
orbits and clocks were used. Elevation mask was set to 10◦. Ionospheric free linear
combination was used to eliminated ionospheric errors. The troposphere correction was
modeled using the Zenithal Wet Delay (ZWD) component as a random walk process. Other
corrections were applied as well, such as: Ocean Tide Loading (OTL), Earth Body Tide
(EBT), Phase Center Variation (PCV) of receiver and satellites, and phase windup. Due
to the high quality of measurements, ambiguity was usually fixed after 1 or 1.5 h, with a
posteriori accuracy estimation ranging from 2 mm to 5 mm for E and N, and from 5 mm to
1 cm for height component.

The result of multi-GNSS data processing was three-dimensional position of the CORS,
or, more precisely, geocentric Cartesian X, Y, Z coordinates. Resulting coordinates were
converted to Easting (E), Northing (N), and height (h) for the purpose of all analyses. For
Easting and Northing coordinates, UTM North (zone 33) projection was used. These values
were then used as the basis for determination of the space–time sequences of horizontal
shift of the Earth’s surface on the affected area.

All observed CROPOS GNSS reference stations were computed with the displace-
ment shift using the adjusted daily GNSS values. To compute the displacement of the
station’s position for each day before and after the earthquake, computed daily solutions
were subtracted from the median value of the time series before and after earthquake
values, respectively.
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4.2. SAR Dataset and InSAR Analysis

In this study, Sentinel 1A interferometric wide (IW) single-look complex (SLC) C-band
data are used, which cover 250 km swath with 5 m × 20 m spatial resolution. The Sentinel
mission, launched in April 2014 by European Space Agency (ESA) under Copernicus
program, is distributed free of charge. Detailed information about the Sentinel data is given
in Table 2, and the technical information about the dataset obtained from Sentinel Scientific
Hub before and after the earthquake that was used in SAR analysis is given in Table 3.

Table 2. Properties of Sentinel 1 interferometric wide (IW) single-look complex (SLC) products.

Properties Description

Spatial resolution 5 m ground range × 20 m (azimuth)
Pixel spacing 2.3 m (slant range) × 14.1 (azimuth)
Incidence angle 29◦–46◦

Polarization HH + HV, VH + VV + HH, VV
Total swath width 250 km

Table 3. Technical information on the SAR images used in the analysis.

Sensor Pass Rel. Orbit Track Data Type Polarization Acquisition Date

Sentinel 1A Desc. 124 T050 Master VV 17 December 2020
Sentinel 1A Desc. 124 T050 Slave VV 10 January 2021
Sentinel 1A Asc. 146 T165 Master VV 6 December 2020
Sentinel 1A Asc. 146 T165 Slave VV 23 January 2021

Open-source GMTSAR academic analysis software on Ubuntu (22.10 version) platform
was used to process Level 1 single-look complex (SLC) data [31]. The InSAR analysis relies
on estimating the phase difference given by the complex conjugate product operation
between master and slave images. Analyses were carried out in two basic steps. First,
the pre-process step is the co-registration between master and slave images using precise
orbit file and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. Next is the processing step, in which
co-registered data are processed with DEM for the removal of the topographic phase to
develop wrapped phase fringes. After that, wrapped phase information is unwrapped
to obtain displacement by using SNAPHU and, thus, results are geo-coded to obtain the
LOS displacement caused by the earthquake [32]. Deformation maps created separately for
ascending and descending pass directions from the SAR analysis can be found in [26].

5. Results and Discussion

Displacements for each station are visualized in subfigures in Figure 3. The data scales
on the ordinate axis of subfigures are not mutually identical since the scale of the shift
differs greatly between the stations. Blue and red dots represent the behavior of the CORS
GNSS station before and after the earthquake, respectively. The values displayed on the
subfigures are the differences between the daily adjusted GNSS solution and the median
value of the daily adjusted solution before and after the earthquake.

As expected, Sisak (SISA) station had the biggest displacement by far. However,
the magnitude of the displacement is more severe than expected: the station displaced
5 cm to the east and 1.8 cm to the south. The daily solutions after the earthquake show
the stability of its behavior after the mainshock, retaining the displaced position in the
following days. Regarding the height displacement, it slipped by −2.5 cm with a slight
trend toward depreciating even more.
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(a) BJEL (b) KARL

(c) NGRD (d) NOVI

(e) NOVS (f) SANM
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(g) SISA (h) SLAT

(i) SLUN (j) ZABO

(k) ZAGR (l) PULA

Figure 3. The distortions in each component are computed and visualized, providing insights into
how the earthquake has affected the positioning of the CORS stations. The components shown for
each station are the horizontal position in the east-west direction Easting (E), horizontal position in the
north-south direction Northing (N), and vertical position, i.e., height (h) components of CORS stations.
The distortions are computed for period of 10 days prior (in blue color) and ten days after the earthquake
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(in red color) which allows for analysis of immediate impact and subsequent changes in the CORS
station positions post-earthquake. By comparing the blue and red components, the subfigures
facilitate a visual and numerical assessment of the extent and direction of distortions caused by the
earthquake at each of the CORS stations.

Regarding the remaining observed stations, the most substantial positional and verti-
cal displacements are evident in four specific locations: Novi Grad (NOVI), Zagreb (ZAGR),
Novska (NOVS), and Bjelovar (BJEL). A comparison of these stations, their notable dis-
placements, and their geographical positioning (as illustrated in Figure 3) indicates that
stations located to the east of the epicenter are more significantly impacted than those
situated on the western side. Novi Grad station has a clear shift of 1.3 cm to the north, with
Zagreb shifting 1 cm to the south, Novska 1 cm to the east, and Bjelovar 0.8 cm to the north.
The displacement of other components cannot be attached to the earthquake consequence
due to the small values of the shift that can be considered to be the regular dynamics of
daily values.

Furthermore, at some of the other stations, the displacement in one direction, although
smaller, is clearly visible from the processed results: Karlovac (KARL) has visible displace-
ment to the west, Slatina (SLAT) and Nova Gradiška have displacement to the northeast,
and Zabok (ZABO) has a slight displacement to the east.

All the observed stations, regardless of the value’s magnitude, show visible earthquake-
triggered behavior on the vertical component, as seen on Figure 4. The occurrence of the
mainshock and the significant foreshock the day before are seen in the daily solutions of the
time-series. The height behavior is rather uniform prior to the shocks, where the recovery
in the initial state is visible as time goes by; the earthquake caused a vertical displacement
of 1 cm, and the station returned to its original height 10 days after the occurrence of
the mainshock.

Figure 4. Distortion of the CROPOS’s CORS stations after the earthquake.
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However, the positional displacements are rather permanent; although not of a uni-
form trend, the shifted values have slight irregularities regarding the new position, dis-
playing the significant impact of the hazardous earthquake: the distortion of the national
reference frame.

The outlines of inhomogeneous deformation in horizontal displacements of a smaller
scale are similar to the corresponding patterns of aftershocks occurring days after the
mainshock. Related co-seismic deformations in the wider area of around a 100 km radius
are still appearing and making their impact on land deformation. The distortion values
are determined within the frame of the observed sequences. As seen from the triggered
vertical displacement, the co-seismic deformation seems to gradually disappear, slowly
reaching the original state. For long-term displacement determination, the analysis should
be conducted after a longer time span.

Surprisingly, the strong correlation between the positional distortion and the distance
from the epicenter has not been identified, as seen from the distortion shown in Figure 5.
Despite the fact that the Sisak (SISA) station situated nearby the epicenter suffered the
greatest shift, followed by the closely dispersed stations of NOVI and ZAGR, the stations
of NOVS and BJEL, distanced 60 and 75 km away, respectively, were affected significantly
more than the stations of SLUN and KARL, which are closer to the epicenter by about
20 km. The irregular impact of the earthquake noticed on the irregular positional displace-
ment of the CROPOS stations implies the existence of several faults over the observed
area. The most remote stations of the CROPOS network, PULA and DUBR, recorded the
mainshock in the vertical component but didn’t record the related positional displacements.

Figure 5. Horizontal shifts of the CORS stations after the earthquake.

The conducted analysis resulted in the map of the distortion of the CROPOS refer-
ence stations affected by the earthquake, seen in Figure 6. The blue and red dots are the
positions of the reference stations before and after the earthquake, respectively. The dis-
tortion scale was chosen based on the most suitable values for the visible interpretation of
the displacement.

The direction of the positional distortion is not following any seismological pattern.
However, from the inset in the Figure 6, it can be seen that the stations’ positional co-
seismic displacement can be the resultant vector of the tectonic blocks’ movements along
the activated strike-slip fault system (details of the fault system are described in [33]).
The resultant vector shown on an inset of the figure coincides with the direction of the
positional shift of the SISA CROPOS station. Other observed CROPOS stations situated
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along the Pannonian fault have biased movement; the stations south of the epicenter, NOVI
and SANM, have displacement toward the north, while the two stations situated on the
northern part of the Pannonian fault regarding the epicenter, ZAGR and ZABO, shifted to
the southeast, toward the epicenter. The vice versa movement of these stations implies the
existence of the suspected Jastrebarsko fault, which would explain the aftershocks occuring
in the vicinity of Zagreb after the Petrinja earthquake. Considering the positional shift of the
remote GSNN stations as far as the Zagreb area, it is possible that the late 2020 Petrinja event
additionally relaxed a strain accumulated on the thrust fault system of Mt. Medvednica
which ruptured in early 2020, but with a lower magnitude than expected [33]. However,
the vertical displacements could be the result of the consolidation of the superficial deposits
in the Sava, Kupa, and Glina river plains [34] due to the earthquake shaking [33]. In
comparison with prior research, our study addressed a critical gap by elucidating the
spatial heterogeneity of displacements resulting from the earthquake. The identification
of the specific stations experiencing the most substantial displacements, such as Novi
Grad (NOVI), Zagreb (ZAGR), Novska (NOVS), and Bjelovar (BJEL), contributes to a
more nuanced understanding of the seismic effects. Furthermore, the recognition that
eastern stations exhibit a greater impact than those in the west adds a novel layer to the
seismic response characterization. The significance of our work lies in its potential to
refine geodetic and geophysical applications, offering insights that were not apparent in
previous literature. By identifying not only the magnitude but also the spatial intricacies of
station displacements, our study overcomes limitations in the existing body of knowledge,
providing a more comprehensive and nuanced perspective on the aftermath of the Petrinja
earthquake while also filling a gap in the understanding of the heterogeneity of seismic
impacts on geodetic stations and introducing a methodological innovation that contributes
significantly to the overall state of knowledge in seismogeodesy.

Figure 6. Distortion of the CROPOS’s CORS stations after the earthquake.

6. Conclusions

The devastating Petrinja earthquake, with a magnitude of Mw = 6.2, occurring on
29 December 2020 in the northwest region of Croatia, prompted a comprehensive investi-
gation into its impact on the Croatian positioning reference system, CROPOS, specifically
focusing on its 13 GNSS CORS stations. This article details the resulting major findings:
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Spatial Heterogeneity of Displacement: The analysis revealed a notable 5 cm hori-
zontal co-seismic displacement to the southeast at the earthquake’s epicenter. Also, the
stations within a 100 km radius exhibited spatially heterogeneous displacement, with
positional shifts ranging between 1 and 2.5 cm and vertical shifts between 2 and 4 cm. This
heterogeneity, not linearly correlated with the distance from the epicenter, suggests the
influence of varied geological structures and fault zones. For such a strong earthquake in
an area with not-so-indented topography, the deformation is expected to impact radially.

Within the geological and tectonic domain, vertical displacements, particularly those
observed in the Sava, Kupa, and Glina river plains, are attributed to the consolidation of
superficial deposits induced by earthquake shaking. The positional co-seismic displacement
of the stations is likely a result of tectonic block movements along the activated strike-slip
fault system.

Furthermore, regional implications and thrust fault activation were noticed on the
remote GNSS stations, including those in the Zagreb area, which indicated the potential
relaxation of accumulated strain on the Mt. Medvednica thrust fault system, which had
ruptured in early 2020 with a lower-than-expected magnitude.

Moreover, regarding the co-seismic subsidence patterns, interestingly, not all of the
observed stations experienced co-seismic subsidence. Figure 4 illustrates the vertical
subsidence and uplift variations, challenging a direct correlation with the distance from the
epicenter. Soil composition and infrastructure intricacies contribute to these variations.

Undoubtedly, the Petrinja earthquake significantly impacted the GNSS CORS stations
of the CROPOS reference system; this is especially evident at stations like SISA. This bears
implications for geodetic and geophysical applications, potentially affecting the ground
displacement, geodetic field measurements, and cadastral surveys in the affected area.
To mitigate future disruptions and prevent the introduction of errors into positioning
data, meticulous post-processing, correction efforts, careful assessment, maintenance, and
redundancy planning are strongly recommended. These measures are vital for ensuring
the resilience and accuracy of future geodetic operations in the affected region.
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